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■ By Rev Dr Gordon Wong

TRAC President’s Message
Witness, Wesley & Works Of Mercy
“All that truly fear God” should be “more zealous for
works of mercy than even for works of piety.”
This is what John Wesley believed and preached in his
sermon “On Zeal.”
(http://wesley.nnu.edu/john-wesley/thesermons-of-john-wesley-1872-edition/sermon92-on-zeal/)
By “works of mercy”, Wesley was referring to acts of
kindness and charity to fellow human beings, especially
those in distress. “Works of piety” included “public and
private prayer, hearing and reading the word of God,
fasting and the Lord’s supper.” These were very important
also, and Wesley was most diligent in observing such
works of piety. But if there had to be a choice, Wesley
was clear which should take priority for the Christian
disciple. If, for some reason, “one interferes with the
other, works of mercy are to be preferred. Even reading,
hearing, prayer are to be omitted, or to be postponed,
at charity’s almighty call; when we are called to relieve
the distress of our neighbour, whether in body or soul.”
Praise God for the faithful witness of God’s love that
is proclaimed by many through “works of mercy.” This
issue of OnTRAC provides many different examples of
what being a “witness” looks like. Don’t think primarily
in terms of handing out a gospel tract. Think kindness
and being a friend to someone.

Read here about members in a small group who
encourage each other to be active witnesses by
together giving loaves of bread to families struggling
to make ends meet.
A young couple share how they have been blessed with
a sense of purpose in befriending and blessing foreign
construction workers with a simple hamburger meal
and Christmas gifts.
A weekly visit to a couple of residents in a nursing home,
sharing the gift of song and offering a sympathetic ear
to someone in grief, taking time to become a friend
to a troubled youngster, offering your time to help a
charity manage its accounts.
All these are ways in which we witness to the love of
God, “works of mercy”, discipleship in action, loving
God by loving our neighbours.
My 94 year old dad sent me an email message which
read

Sometimes the best witness is
kindness.
I think John Wesley would have agreed.
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■ By Rev Jason Phua; Photos courtesy of Mr Daniel Chiam (Fairfield Methodist Church)

Witnessing as a Small Group
Our witness as followers of the Lord Jesus Christ need not
be done alone. Small Group communities are excellent
platforms in which we can work as a team to reach out to
the people around us. Reaching out as a Small Group has
several advantages as it is able to:
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Witness to the community that God’s people work
together
Offer support and encouragement to believers who
might be uncomfortable with witnessing to others
alone
Create opportunities for the Small Group to grow
together in a common ministry experience.

A Small Group in Fairfield Methodist Church (FFMC) has
been actively involved in a bread distribution program
facilitated by Yong-En Care Centre. It involves distributing
bread to targeted families at Chinatown. Hence, on every
last Saturday of the month, the Small Group (which
consists of parents with very young children) would bring
loaves of bread to bless and interact with the recipients.

Through this simple distribution exercise, the Small Group
is witnessing the love of Christ to the recipients. At the
same time, the parents are also modeling for their children
the importance of living out the Word of God; which says
that believers are to care for the poor and needy. To me,
this is an excellent example of coming together in witness!
If your Small Group is considering to adopt an outreach
program, the following tips might be helpful:
Pray and discuss as a Small Group why you want to
do this. It is important that everyone in the Small
Group understands the intention of such an endeavour.
Pray and discuss as a Small Group for a suitable
program to adopt. Consider the profile of your
Small Group and shortlist programs for consideration.
Organizations such as Yong-En Care Centre and Methodist
Welfare Services are constantly on the look-out for
volunteers.
Agree as a Small Group on a potential date and time
to serve together. Create smaller teams (with team
leaders) on a rotational basis if need be.
Facilitate a debrief
to allow Small Group
members to share about
how the Lord has used the
Small Group to minister
and at the same time being
ministered to throughout
the program. Such a debrief
can be done once a quarter
or once every six months.
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■ By Pastor David Ho, Luke Yan and Abigail Lee

Mission at our Doorsteps: Witnessing the
Love of Christ to our Foreign Neighbours
With well over a million foreigners living or working
in Singapore, opportunities to witness Christ’s love to
peoples from different lands abound, without having to
“burn jet fuel.”
However, short-term overseas mission trips often come
to mind first when the missionary task of the church is
discussed.
Not so for Luke Yan and Abigail Lee, who are engaged
to be married this year. Luke and Abigail, who serve
in Barker Road Methodist Church’s youth ministry,
intentionally initiated and cultivated relationships with
foreign construction workers at the Stevens MRT Station
(“Station”) over several years until the Station was
completed this year. Every week after youth cell on Friday
evenings, Luke and Abigail would proceed to the Station
to fellowship with a group of about 5 to 12 workers.
Apart from sharing food from McDonalds, Luke and
Abigail also gave the workers gifts during Christmas and
on their birthdays. Luke and Abigail made special efforts
to learn how to say simple greetings and pleasantries
in both Tamil and Bengali, so as to connect with new
workers more easily.
Currently, they still keep in touch with some of the
workers through electronic messaging even though they
have returned to their home country.
What was the inspiration for your ministry?
		 A workshop I attended at the Young Methodist
		 Leaders’ Conference 2012 was about being a catalyst
for God-led changes. Shortly after the Conference, as I
was walking past a MRT construction site near my house,
I felt God’s heartbeat for the foreign workers who were
labouring to build Singapore’s transport infrastructure. I
was impressed that God wants Christians in Singapore
to demonstrate His love and compassion by extending
our hand of friendship to them, especially since so many
of them feel marginalised and lonely in a foreign land.

L:

A:

			 I accompanied Luke in one of the “meet-the			 workers” session when he was about a year
into it. Through this, God has deepened my sense
of compassion for marginalised groups of people in
Singapore, including cleaners, street uncles and aunties.
What were the initial encounters like?
		 I procrastinated for a few months as I am not an
		 outgoing person. However, the Holy Spirit
continued to prompt me. Finally, a few of the male
youths from my cell group and I visited them with

L:

some McDonald’s french fries to thank them for their
contribution to Singapore.

A:

			 I was a little apprehensive initially because I
			 wasn’t sure what to expect or what to talk to them
about. We would usually ask them about their work and
their families. There were some awkward moments of
silence initially. However, after some months, bonds of
friendship began to develop.
Could you share some meaningful events/relationships?
		 We met with S almost every week for over a year
		 and had multiple opportunities to share Christ
with him. A few days before he was due to return to India,
his grandfather whom he was very close to, passed away.
As he was unable to secure an earlier flight back, he had
to miss the funeral. When we met with him before his
flight home, his anguish and heartbreak was palpable.
As I drove home, I broke down emotionally as I reflected
upon the great personal sacrifices these foreign workers
have made.

L:

A:

			 On a happier note, one of the most meaningful
			 times we experienced was at Christmas in 2014.
To share the spirit of Christmas, we bought presents
and wrote cards for each of our foreign worker friends.
We met a number of them for lunch at a restaurant and
it was a wonderful time of sharing smiles and joys. We
also managed to share the true meaning of Christmas
in their language with the help of one of the restaurant’s
employees, who was an Indian Catholic. It was the most
meaningful Christmas I ever had.
What are some poignant reflections regarding your
journey?
		 One lesson I’ve learnt is found in an illustration
		 that God placed near the construction site. There
was a leaky pipe from one of the neighbouring houses
that constantly dripped water onto the concrete ground.
I did not think much of it at first but after many months,
I noticed that the constant dripping created a small
“crater” in the ground directly below.

L:

It dawned on me that sometimes, God may call us to do
something even though it may not yield results quickly.
It may even seem inefficient or unproductive. In such
times, we should not become impatient and secondguess God’s methods. Rather, we need to obey in faithful
perseverance, trusting that He is faithful and working out
His purposes in His perfect timing.

A:

			 The Downtown Line reminds us of precious
			 friendships and memories. I believe God
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orchestrated this entire journey. It
wasn’t easy to fulfil our commitment
to visit the construction site as both
of us work full-time and study parttime. We were tempted to “skip a
day” at times and occasionally we
did. But all in all, I know that the
Lord, in his sweet and gentle way,
had been moulding my heart to grow
in compassion for the marginalised
community in our midst.
Any tips for readers who want to
reach out to others
		 Pray for God to give you
		 opportunities. Be faithful and
obedient when He opens the door.
Every moment of our lives can be
an opportunity to witness to Christ;
whether by conducting ourselves in a
manner that reflects Christlikeness or by actively
reaching out with His love, care and Word.

L:

A:

			 We live in a society which can be very
			 discriminatory and unkind to foreign
workers. As Christians, I think it is most
important that we model after our Lord Jesus
Christ by putting aside our self-righteousness
and humbling ourselves before those who are
different.
The world is increasingly gathering at our
doorstep and this presents both challenge and
opportunity for the Christian community in
Singapore.
May Luke and Abigail’s heart-warming journey
with their foreign friends spur us to incarnate the
Gospel with humility and compassion, so
that each person we cross path with, whether
in Singapore or overseas, will experience the
love of Christ in and through us.
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■ By Ms Kwok Sian Yee

Witnessing to Older Persons
Opportunities to serve and
to grow in Christ-love
(Sian Yee is a staff of Wesley Methodist Church,
overseeing both the work of the Wesley Seniors Activity
Centre and the Elderly Ministry under the umbrella of
Wesley’s Christian Outreach and Social Concerns.)
Looking around Singapore, it is undeniable that we are
an ageing population. With the announcement of the
Pioneer Generation in 2015 to celebrate Singapore’s
50th birthday and to honour those who have helped
to build this nation, and the news in the media about
Medishield Life and the need for more hospital beds,
nursing homes and services for the elderly, all these
confirm that many of us are expected to live longer.
With more older persons among us, do we give a
thought as to how many have had the opportunity to
hear the Good News? Is it crucial for them to know
about Jesus before it is too late? What can we do, as
Christ-followers, to share the love of Christ with older
persons who have yet to know Him?
Can we consider volunteering in ministries that serve
older persons in the community as an opportunity to
witness for Christ? It is important to point out that
evangelising is quite different from witnessing.
Tucked away in a corner near the Rochor Canal is a HDB
rental block that houses the Wesley Seniors Activity
Centre (WSAC). This centre was set up by Wesley
Methodist Church in partnership with the Methodist
Welfare Services (MWS) in November 2010.

This drop-in centre is open to seniors from 60 years
old and above. Wesley Methodist Church’s intention
of setting up this centre with MWS was to answer a
call to love and care for older persons who live in the
rental block as well as the neighbouring purchased
blocks. Right from the start, WSAC was supported by
volunteers with hearts for the elderly.
As time passed, and more came to know about the
work at WSAC, other church members came to serve
as well. To date, most volunteers who started in 2011
continue to come on a weekly basis. Willy Ho, Senior
Executive (Programmes), who works closely with
the volunteers has this to say: “The centre is 6 years
old. It has become what it is today because of the
support of the elderly. Many come every day and call
the centre their second home. But certainly if we
did not have the volunteers from Wesley Methodist
Church and from the community supporting us,
the centre would not have grown so quickly. The
elderly really appreciate the volunteers who serve
weekly.”
The volunteers serve in various capacities. Some,
as leaders, helping the centre to manage with good
governance, while others help the elderly through
simple acts of service: motivating them to keep fit and
stay healthy by assisting them during exercise sessions;
or serve morning tea and other programmes like baking
and cooking; doing the washing up or just simply sitting
with the elderly to have a good chat.
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There are also volunteer opportunities
available such as visiting the elderly in
their homes or visits to older persons
who have become too frail to live at
home and have moved to nursing
homes all over Singapore. Many are
from Wesley Befrienders to Older
Persons (WBOP), whose mission is to
be a Christ-centred ministry to befriend
the lonely and lost elderly and whose
vision is for every elderly to find love
and hope through trusted friendships.
Currently, volunteers from WBOP visit
66 elderly living in various estates.
Some of these elderly also receive
Sunday meals delivered to their homes
by teams of volunteers. Other groups
of volunteers visit the various nursing
homes all over the island.
So where does witnessing come in? The role of volunteer
may seem to be limited – however, as we serve, many
times it is what is seen by the elderly that is the heart
of volunteering. Many years ago when I was engaged in
Community Partnership at Bethany Methodist Nursing
Home, volunteers from churches would ask constantly
what they had to do to serve the residents in the various
wards and my answer would be “give them a glimpse of
Jesus.” Simply put – can the elderly see Christ in you?
At WSAC, the seniors ask the volunteers with curiosity,
“Why do you come here every week to serve?” And it

Photo courtesy of Methodist Welfare Services.

is through such interactions that our opportunities to
witness for Christ begin. It is also through building
trusted friendships that these conversations will carry
on to include sharing our personal testimonies and any
other pressing questions the elderly may have. We can
tell bible stories during appropriate occasions to open
up more opportunities to share.
Volunteers share their experiences
Dorothy Wong has been serving at WSAC since early
2011. She does home visits in the rental flats with the
staff and another volunteer, Ng Poh Gee. During these
visits she finds out whether the elderly is coping well
living alone and whether they need any help. She says
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“I am very happy serving the seniors at WSAC and feel
that I am very much ministered to by the many friends
I made there, including the full-time staff. It makes my
time and service there very meaningful. I continue to
come weekly as the seniors have grown to accept and
trust me enough to sometimes pour out their concerns
to me. Their acceptance of me as a friend is a reward in
itself. I am grateful to the Lord for this opportunity to
serve Him at WSAC. My wish for the seniors is for them
to trust and love the volunteers in the way we conduct
ourselves when serving them that they will be open to
receive the gospel in time on their own free will. One
soul earned for Christ is one soul gained. I think as
long as we keep the centre as well as the activities on a
non-threatening basis more seniors will be encouraged
to join. Also more publicity must be accorded to the
activities offered at the centre to draw more volunteers.”
Elaine Soh has been serving at Bethany Methodist
Nursing Home for several years. She leads a team of
volunteers from WBOP to Bethany once a month to visit
the residents in the Love Ward. There was a resident,
Mr N whom she had befriended since more than 3
years ago. He was a regular at the bingo sessions. He
is always good-natured and cheerful. Due to his medical
condition, he could not speak and used the thumbsup sign to show his appreciation or joy. Elaine recalled
that she and the other volunteers found it challenging
to communicate with Mr N as he could not speak and
hence they thought they could not have meaningful
conversations with him. In April this year, the volunteers
noticed that Mr N was not at the bingo game. When
they visited him at his bedside, he gestured that he was
not feeling well and his mood was quite low. The group
gathered to sing him dialect Christian songs – and
someone in the group felt moved to ask if they could
pray for him and he nodded. Mr N was subsequently
discharged from Bethany in May, as his medical
condition worsened and he needed more medical care.
When Elaine asked the Bethany volunteers if they would

like to visit Mr N at the community hospital with her, 10
people showed up. That was very encouraging for her as
she saw the body of Christ united with the help of the
Holy Spirit. During that visit, Elaine felt the need to talk
about the subject of death and dying with Mr N but was
unsure how to broach the subject. But God is always our
Helper in times of need. Mr N himself gestured that his
medical condition is quite dire. This is the “open door”
for Elaine and the other volunteers to talk to him about
Jesus. They asked again to pray with him and asked if
he believed in Jesus and he indicated “yes” by nodding
his head! The team was truly encouraged and so joyful
that they could see him acknowledge Jesus. Mr N then
gestured upwards, as if to say that when he goes, he will
go to Heaven!
Thereafter, Elaine made arrangements for a pastor
to visit Mr N to discuss his baptism. On July 2, 11
volunteers gathered together to witness Mr N’s baptism
by sprinkling. Elaine says, “It is such a blessing to be
given this opportunity to minister God’s grace and love
to Mr N. We are truly so happy for him. This is the first
baptism that the current team at Bethany as been a part
of – and I thank God for this privilege to be a part of His
kingdom’s work!”
What is your response?
If you feel led to join the increasing numbers of
volunteers to witness to older persons, find out from
your churches whether there are ministries with links to
nursing homes or other senior centres and or age-care
facilities where you can find out more about serving.

In Matthew 22 : 37 – 39, Jesus says, “You shall
love the Lord with all your heart and with
all your soul and with all your mind. This is
the great and first commandment. And the
second is like it: You shall love your neighbour
as yourself...” May the Lord use us to love others just

as He has first loved us.
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■ By Rev Wendy Tay and Benedict Tan

Witnessing through
Good Works
(Story is contributed by Benedict Tan, 21, an intern in
Paya Lebar Methodist Church in the area of Outreach,
Youth ministry cell leader and Youth leader in Beyond
12, a fellowship for the HOPE SCC youths.)

Attention! Please! I Need Your Attention!
“I waited for the exact moment to do this.” It was sure a
big sum of money, at least to me. I knew my classmate
has brought a large sum of money to school to pay for
her school fees. My eyes were set on it. I waited for the
recess bell to ring. I pretended to stay back in class to
clean the classroom while my other classmates made
their way to the canteen. I looked busy and waited. And
yes, the plan has failed. I was caught red handed and I
almost ended up in a boys’ home because of my great
plan.
Getting into trouble with the law did not matter to
me. I was not afraid because I got what I wanted: My
parents’ attention. All I knew was that if I got caught,
my parents would take more notice of me. At the age of
12, I felt that it was a brilliant way to get their attention.
As the middle child in the family, I always felt that I
did not get as much attention from my parents as
compared to my brothers. My relationship with them
has been painful. Throughout my school days, I always
got into fights. I stole money and played truant in
school. I thrived on these because I knew my parents
would have no choice but to give me their attention. It
came to a point when my parents were on the verge of
giving up on me, at least from my perspective.

During this period, the only people I respected and
bothered to listen to were the teachers from the HOPE
Student Care Centre (SCC). During my primary school
days, my parents put me up at the HOPE Student
Care Centre from Mondays to Fridays after school.
The teachers in HOPE SCC gave me a different kind
of attention, a different kind of care and concern that
no one has given. They would teach me what was right
and wrong. The person who has impacted my life was
the HOPE SCC supervisor. Whenever I got into trouble
in school or at the HOPE SCC, she would take me aside
and hear me out. Without fail, she would end every
“scolding session” with a prayer.
Full Attention Given
Later as a youth, I attended a Christian camp. The
Christian camp was the turning point of my life.
During the camp, I finally understood what made the
teachers at the HOPE SCC reached out to every child
even though they were difficult to love. It was the love
of Jesus that kept them going faithfully. I realized the
“attention” they were giving was the love of Jesus
himself. At that point, I was convinced that I wanted to
lead a different life and so I dedicated my life to Jesus
Christ. Through the teachers and the centre supervisor,
Jesus gave me His full attention.
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Benedict when he was in primary school in HOPE SCC

Friends of Jesus
Having struggled with craving for attention while
growing up, I have a heart for those who have the same
struggles. As a middle child who felt being ignored, I
am always looking out for those who are forgotten and
ignored in the community. My heart goes out to those
who are marginalized. They need our attention. That
was how I began to serve in the homeless ministry
called the Friends of Jesus (FOJ) in PLMC. I believe
God has prepared me for this ministry. I want to give
them my attention, to listen to them and to help them
in their daily needs. The homeless on the streets are
the Friends of Jesus (FOJ).
There are many in our community who are in need of
friendship and Mr Soo (not the real name) is one of
them. Mr Soo was referred to Mary Chai, Director of
Outreach (PLMC). She introduced him to the FOJ team
when we were preparing to reach out to the homeless.
Love with My Time
I was asked to befriend Mr Soo. When I began to talk
to Mr Soo, I sensed that he has so much grief and
pain in his heart. His relationship with his family was
estranged. I decided to journey and gave him my time.
I availed myself every Tuesday night to listen to him.
When Mr Soo was admitted to the hospital for some
health issues, I visited him regularly. After 2 months
of friendship with Mr Soo, I had the privilege to

share the love of Jesus to him. Today, he is attending
church together with many others who are friends of
Jesus. I continue to listen to him and hear stories of
reconciliation with his family members.

“I thank God for those individuals who have never
given up on me so that I can do what I am doing
today. And it is His love through us that allows us
to love others as followers of Jesus. The greatest is
love. (1 Corinthians 13:13)”

Here is a real life testimony of witnessing through
good works of loving our neighbour. Benedict is the
recipient of grace from individuals in HOPE SCC who
have bothered to listen in love and provided him a safe
space to be accepted. (HOPE SCC is an outreach arm
of PLMC where volunteers and teachers serve to care
for the children in the community.)
Witnessing through good works is as simple as
extending our friendships, helping out with daily care
to those who are alone and forgotten in the society.
Witnessing can be as simple as availing time to listen
to others in love.
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As others who have poured into Benedict’s life with
friendship, he is now the conduit of God’s grace
to others in the community through his time and
friendship.
This truly reflects John Wesley’s way of witnessing. It
is all about loving God and loving our neighbour. It
is about accepting all people and showing God’s love
and attention as who they and where they are. So John
Wesley writes…
 Benedict relating and hearing stories with the friends of Jesus

If any man asks, “Who is my neighbour?” we reply, ‘Every man in the world; every
child of his who is “the Father of the spirits of flesh.”’ Nor may we in any wise except
our enemies or the enemies of God and their own souls. But every Christian loveth
these also as himself; yea, “as Christ loved us.”

Benedict spending time with the friends of Jesus

1

John Wesley, “The Almost Christian,” II.2, Works 1:137-138.
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■ By Pearlyn Goh, Wesley Lim, Deborah Rajaratnam and Rev Clarence Lee

Good News In Every Way
On short-term mission trips, when time is so limited,
can the gospel really be communicated in ways beyond
a standard, memorised, three or four-point gospel
presentation? I ask three young adults from my church,
the Methodist Church of Incarnation (MCI), who
recently went on mission trips, and here’s what they
have to say:
The gospel through humble service – by Pearlyn Goh

(Pearlyn Goh is a faithful member of MCI
and works on staff with the church, giving
support to both administration and outreach
and social concerns. She holds a degree in
psychology, and has a real heart for caring for
the marginalized.)
St Francis of Assisi is accredited to have once said:
“Preach the gospel at all times and when necessary use
words.”
I felt the validity of the truth of this sentence on a
mission trip with Cru Singapore to Mongolia in June
2015. God opened my eyes to see how the gospel could
be preached despite language differences. When our
team spent a week living with a nomadic people group,
the only word we knew to say was “Bayar-la”, which
meant “Thank you” in Mongolian. I wondered how we
could actively preach the gospel to this group of people
if all we were doing were mundane, menial everyday
work like picking up sheep wool or sweeping cow dung.
On the last day, however, the host finally asked us
(through hand actions) why we seemed so happy doing
such humbling jobs and shepherding animals? I felt led
to tell her about how God was the greatest shepherd,
and how He too cared for her. I initially thought of
preaching the gospel through words and theological
reasoning, but God showed me that He was far more
creative than that. More than words, the gospel is to be
LIVED out, to show the world, through genuine love,
how precious they are to Jesus.
The gospel through songs and stories – by Wesley Lim

(Wesley Lim is a leader in MCI’s Youth
Ministry, and sings back-up at MCI’s Sunday
Services. He is currently studying Chemistry
and Biological Chemistry at NTU. He was also
part of TRACKERS 2015.)
Recently, I joined The Ultimate Road Trip, organised by
Creative Strategies Singapore. It was very different from
other mission trips I had been to. In two short weeks,
we went to 16 schools in Chennai, India, to perform

and share the gospel with over 9000 students. Even
though the songs we sang were secular ones, I learnt
that it was actually a really good way to connect with
unbelievers anywhere, simply because music is a
universal language. The songs brought out parts of our
testimonies in interesting ways.
Out of the many songs and testimonies we shared, I
found my friend’s the most impactful. Jessica’s story
was about her father who left and remarried, and never
bothered to keep the father-daughter relationship. Such
abandonment issues are common in India, and we
hoped to connect deeply with them as they listened. Her
song was “Piece by Piece” by Kelly Clarkson. Amazingly,
the song lyrics were on point with Jessica’s story. It
starts off with:
And all I remember is your back
walking towards the airport leaving us all in your past”
Painting a picture of a father walking away perhaps
instantly connected with people facing the same issues.
After engaging them, Jessica went on to share what her
mum taught her – that there’s someone special, who
wants to be part of her life: God. He is the Father who
loves and cares for her, and whose love never changes.
His is the only love that she does not need to earn.
Another line in the song about human love, which she
could contrast with that of God’s, is:
But your love it isn’t free
It has to be earned”
After the performance, people came up to Jessica and
encouraged her. Some even shared their own personal
stories with us. All these taught me that through songs
and testimonies, we can actually connect with people
and point them to the One, who is always in control and
the One they can depend on completely.
The gospel through grief and pain – by Deborah
Rajaratnam

(Deborah Rajaratnam serves in various
ministries at MCI, including Cell Group,
Outreach projects, and playing the keyboard
for Sunday Services. She is currently studying
Chemistry and Biological Chemistry at NTU.)
In July this year, I made a second trip to Bihar, East
India, with Cru Singapore. During the trip, I particularly
noticed how God had handpicked each member of
the team, and prepared us specifically through our
life experiences, to minister to the students we would
meet.
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 Pearlyn spent a week living amongst a
nomadic people group in Mongolia

 Deborah and the CRU Singapore team spent
time building relationships with students from Gaya
College, Bihar at a Friendship Day event

Anjali (not her real name), for example, was one student
we met in the girls’ common room at the college. After
some friendly conversation, she shared about having
lost her mother just two months ago. She had been
struggling with loneliness, and our presence seemed to
have lifted her spirits. From our first meeting, she would
make time to meet us regularly and attended all our
events, despite being in the midst of exam preparations.
She was so grateful for our friendship and went to great
lengths to show her appreciation.
I found myself in a unique position to minister to this
girl, as my Dad had passed away when I was eight. I
shared with her the pain I had also been through and
encouraged her to hold on to Christ. I was also able to
share my experience of God’s comforting love through
the many years that I spent seeking answers – looking for
some logical reason why this had to happen to me. As I
look back on those years, I saw how Jesus had been the
constant in my life – He was always there to comfort me
in moments of pain, assure me of His love and presence
in moments of doubt, and give me the strength for every
challenge that came my way.

The Ultimate Road Trip

 CRU Singapore team encouraged
the girls to continue seeking Christ

 A very different but
meaningful mission trip
for Wesley

Though the pain
remained, Anjali was
able to find comfort
in God as she prayed
using
Scripture.
And we praise the
Lord that she will
be followed-up by
local ministry staff.
Sharing the whole gospel…
These stories remind us that all of the Bible is the
gospel, and not just some parts of it. It is therefore good
news in so many ways. May God grant us wisdom and
creativity in presenting parts that soothe where it hurts
most, and satisfy where the hunger is deepest. And may
we do so in both word and action.
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Introducing Our New TRAC Pastors
Pastor Byron Teo of Bedok Methodist Church
Byron is married to Adel and the Lord has blessed
them with two lovely children: Alethea and
Thaddeus.
He received his call to the pastoral
ministry in 2010. Since then, the
Lord has brought him on a blessed
journey of discernment, during
which Byron was inspired to live
his life as a grateful response to
God’s love for him. He enrolled
into Trinity Theological College
in July 2013.
Byron loves spending time
with his family, reading a
good book, chatting over
coffee, jogging and swimming.
His favourite foods include
minced pork noodles and “san lao
hor fun”.

Pastor Eddie Ho of Toa Payoh Methodist Church
Eddie Ho became a believer at a very
young age, but never fully appreciated
the glory of God until God opened his
eyes on the sweet truth of His Word in
his early thirties. He took the charge to
“follow the pattern of sound words”
very seriously and enrolled into
Trinity Theological College in 2013.
“In faith and love in Christ Jesus”
and “by the Holy Spirit”, he prays
to be a good steward in proclaiming
the good news and in guarding “the
good deposit entrusted” to us (2
Timothy 1:13-14). Eddie is married to
Elaine and have an 11 year old son.
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Pastor Poh Zhi Hui
of Kampong Kapor
Methodist Church
God gave Zhi Hui grace to believe in Jesus from
young through the ministries of Revival Centre
Church, Foochow MC, and St. Andrew’s Junior
School. Leading him to BB (2nd Coy) and
Kampong Kapor MC (“home-church”), Faith
Community Baptist Church’s ministry in his
JC, VCF in NUS, and TTC, God kept him and
built him up as His child. He is grateful for the
Holy Spirit’s work in his life through various
members of Christ’s body and humbled to be
called to participate in it for God’s kingdom’s
advancement and the recovery of God’s image
in people. God has blessed him with a wise,
loving and supportive wife in Pearlene.

Pastor Timothy Yong of Trinity
Methodist Church
In his former life, Timothy used to audit and report on
facts of financial significance in his job as an auditor in
PwC. But he has traded that in to report on facts of an
eternal spiritual significance as a pastor.
Timothy read Accountancy at Nanyang Technological
University and trained for theology at Trinity
Theological College. He is currently serving in
Trinity MC, which is his home church since he
was a 3-year-old toddler.
Apart from running the race that God set for
him as a Christian, Tim enjoys pounding
the streets of Singapore to make up for
his love for ice cream. He also likes to
simply sit and read, or chat over a cup
of coffee.
Tim is happily married to Valerie,
whom he met at Trinity MC, and they are
blessed with a lovely son, Zion.
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Deacon and Elders Elect
These are our Deacon-Elect and Elders-Elect who will be
ordained into the respective offices of Deacon and Elder
in the Closing Service of the 41st Session of the Trinity
Annual Conference on 24th November 2016.

 From left to right: Rev Gladwin Lee, Ps Adrian Ng, Rev Benjamin Lee.
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